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Editor’s Rant
Does Australia have a problem with alcohol? Do we have a
problem with violence?
While both important social questions, they should not be
asked in the same context, because empirical evidence
continues to show alcohol does not cause violence.
Most people that have worked in pubs in Australia would,
if asked, probably offer an opinion that there is some
connection between the two – by virtue of having seen the
occasional tussle or punch-up between patrons that have
had a few too many.

If the liver-curdling drinking rates of Belarus versus its rate of
assault aren’t enough, consider Germany’s zero-tolerance to
alcohol prohibition; hotels and liquor stores can be open 24/7
and you can buy then drink it wherever you like, whenever
you like. Yet despite this free availability, Germany – with its
sordid history with violence – drinks less than Australia and
experiences fewer assaults.
Personally, I think it’s time for the party police to sober up and
see the light of day. Zero tolerance for anti-social behaviour,
zero tolerance for trade restrictions.

While this is a fairly reasonable
observation, the observer should
realise that the observation is in fact
a mere drop in the perspective of the
ocean of alcohol drunk globally. A new
employee on their first shift that served
a beer then saw the customer hit
someone would think the relationship
is absolute. But a career bartender in
Belarus would probably suggest the
very notion that drunks are violent is
ridiculous!
Or consider the problem from the
other direction: does violence exist
without alcohol? Yes. A percentage of
the population can and does perpetrate
violence on others whilst sober. Does
this fact change with the addition of alcohol? No. The people
prone to violence are still prone, although some additional
people may lose their ability to maintain restraint.
But even those that become tough-guys with some Dutch
courage are still prone sober, they just worry more about the
consequences with a clear head.
The point is, anthropological studies show that violence is
a cultural thing. The level of acceptance of violence by a
community directly relates to an individual’s decision to allow
themselves to commit violence – whether they are sober or
intoxicated.
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NEWS
COUNTRY PUB TAPS
INTO GLOBAL
CROWD-FUNDING
A Victorian country pub struck internet gold by selling
naming rights to its … everything. The Tatura Hotel captured
the attentions of “The Internet” by launching a campaign to
“shamelessly name parts of [the] pub” for a contribution to its
renovation fund.

MERIVALE’S COOGEE
DISASTER IN COURT
In March 2014 Merivale’s Justin Hemmes signed to buy the
Coogee Palace in a ‘put & call’ agreement, with $5 million
down and the balance of $32 million paid within two years, to
former Rothschild CEO, David Kingston. Rent of $1.5 million
per year served as interest on the balance.

Fronted by publican, natural born character and by all
accounts the life-blood of the town of Tatura, population
3,500, Peter ‘Bugs’ Ryan has been overwhelmed with the
response through the Indiegogo crowdfunding campaign.
“It’s certainly been bigger than we anticipated,” Bugs told
PubTIC. “I went on the Today show on Saturday morning, and
they’ve started a campaign called ‘nominate your favourite
pub’ – so hopefully other pubs will benefit, too.”
The Ryans reported having done nineteen interviews thus
far, including three from London, and hitting the news in
Montreal, Poland, the Netherlands, Australian radio and the
Channel Nine breakfast show.
Five days into the 40-day promotion to raise $64,000, over
$25,000 had been secured through the sale of items such as:
Bar stools (30 at $100 each – sold out), the Chicken Parma
($1,000 – only 1 on offer), the Front Bar ($2,000), the men’s
urinal.
Still up for grabs were the “Weekend (drinking) with Bugs” for
$2,500 – only eight available, no brave takers yet.
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Justin Hemmes

Taking possession, Hemmes undertook $12 million in
refurbishments, reopening level one in July and the rooftop in
December.
However, in January Merivale received a termination Notice,
for rent paid two days late and what Kingston reportedly
described as “blatant and unauthorised works”. Hemmes
swiftly registered “equitable interest” and sought a Supreme
Court injunction to prevent eviction and reinstate the call

NEWS
option. Kingston issued further Notices, for “unauthorised
work” and other breaches.
The Sydney Morning Herald reported Hemmes saying
Kingston was engaging in “deceptive and misleading conduct”,
calling witnesses to corroborate Kingston was at both
openings and pleased with the work.
“We are extremely disappointed that we have been forced
to instigate Supreme Court proceedings to protect our
considerable investment in the Coogee Pavilion,” said a
statement from Merivale.
The pair have since reached an “in-principle agreement” that
will see the sale to Hemmes proceed, but parties did not
divulge any further details.

flawed and that it had failed to apply itself to the proper legal
questions to be decided,” said Monaghan. “Accordingly, the
Commission’s decision was quashed.
“This is one of the most significant WA liquor licensing
decisions of the past decade. It constitutes a strong direction
from the Supreme Court as to how all liquor licensing
applications in WA should be determined, including key
directions on how health evidence can and cannot be used.
“The Supreme Court has emphasised that health
considerations must be balanced fairly with evidence of the
positive aspects of licensed venues.”
WA’s Liquor Commission must re-re-hear the application, but
the Director could still challenge the ruling in the Full Court of
the Supreme Court.

NATIONAL HOTEL COURT
LIQUOR STORE CLOSING
RULING OPENS DOOR
Karl Bullers purchased the National Hotel in Fremantle and
UNDER REVIEW
invested several million dollars restoring the vacant, firedamaged heritage building, to cater to “upmarket, mature
customers”.
An extended trading permit (ETP) was refused first by the
Director’s delegate and then by the Liquor Commission,
based solely on “general harm” evidence. They offered no
criticism of Bullers, the venue or the proposal, acknowledged
no link between problems in the area and the Hotel and even
accepted its merit for the district.
Bullers appealed to the Supreme Court, questioning
fundamental issues of law governing the Liquor Control Act
that could have wider effect around the country. Bullers’ legal
counsel, Tim Monaghan of Dwyer Durack Lawyers, spoke to
PubTIC.
“The Court [found] the Commission’s reasoning process was

The NSW Office of Liquor, Gaming & Racing (OLGR) has
announced a comprehensive review of the benefits and
impacts of the forced 10pm bottleshop closure law introduced
State-wide in February, 2014, by Barry O’Farrell.
OLGR stated Government had committed to reviewing
this law “after it had been operating for at least 12 months”
and reiterated the law aimed to balance reducing alcohol
availability and opening times – acknowledging people
purchasing “before going out for the night or when socialising
at home”.
Reducing availability was in direct response to the issue of
‘pre-loading’ – patrons drinking before or en-route to venues
– and anecdotal evidence suggests those really affected by
the earlier closing time are the ‘occasional regulars’ that make
periodic small purchases. Operators in rural and regional areas
report significantly reduced revenue.

BOCSAR DOWNGRADES
SYDNEY VIOLENCE
IMPROVEMENTS
The Bureau of Crime Statistics & Research (BOCSAR) admitted
a reporting error in assault statistics on Sydney CBD and
Kings Cross trading restrictions. Rather than the 40 per cent
triumphed by anti-alcohol groups and media, the reduction
seen in the CBD amounted to only 29 per cent.
Speaking with PubTIC, BOCSAR’s Dr Don Weatherburn clarified
that it is not the Bureau’s role to judge the laws, but simply to
analyse whether assaults had been reduced.
“Our task was simply to investigate whether the laws resulted
in a fall in assaults,” said Weatherburn. “It’s for others to judge
whether the benefit (in terms of reduced assault) was worth
the cost (in terms of falling business revenue etc).”
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NEWS
“FRENETIC” SYDNEY SALES

Two weeks later, the Laundys tempted Halcyon into selling

The Bayfield family bought Paddington’s Light Brigade in

and FGC of the Woolwich Pier Hotel for nearly $15 million.

“a new chapter” to their history, following their sale of the
Newport Arms to Justin Hemmes. Speaking to PubTIC, group
general manager Kaine Bayfield said it was only a matter of
time.
“I’ve grown up in pubs, and don’t plan to do anything else.”

the freehold of the Woolloomooloo Bay Hotel for $20 million,
The iconic Woolloomooloo Bay is Laundy’s 33rd freehold
leased to blue-chip tenant ALH, which Ray White director
Andrew Jolliffe who brokered the sales describes as “an entire
asset class on their own”.
Days later, the Laundys backed next generation publican Mark

Dean Haritos divested the freehold going concern through

Malloy in buying Chris Feros’ Panania Hotel for $15 million.

Ray White after eight years for around $9 million, and hinted

The Malloys operate Top-5 gaming pub, Lidcombe’s Railway

to PubTIC a major renovation of his venue Verandah is

Hotel.

coming.

The sale was through Ray White’s Andrew Jolliffe and

The four-week marketing campaign highlighted the “inherent

Joel Fisher, who noted similar potential to their sale of the

underlying property value promoted by A-grade hotels”.

nearby Padstow Hotel for Coles Liquor, which “has grown

The O’Hara family sold their Nags Head Hotel with “mixed

demonstrably in terms of its Top 200 gaming rankings,”

feelings” to high-flyer Geoff Dixon, after 15 years that saw

said Fisher.

mum the licensee, all seven kids work there, and both Dan

The sale of Campsie’s Oasis on Beamish for $40 million

and his brother meet their wives at the pub.

represented more smart money entering the market, and the

“A lot of fond memories,” Dan O’Hara told PubTIC. “It was a

second acquisition for the Nelson Meers and investment bank

very hard decision.”

Moelis & Co collaboration, following Rockdale’s Grand Hotel

Still running the Fairfield and Berkeley Hotels, O’Hara is

for $24 million.

currently overhauling his recently acquired Central Hotel,

The sale was through CBRE and Knight Frank. CBRE director

Blacktown.

Daniel Dragicevich noted interest rates and the legislative

Just 15 months after purchasing it for $13 million, the Medich’s
Halcyon Group divested Mosman’s Buena Vista Hotel to the

environment are “underpinning buyer interest and translating
to strong sales results”.

newly-formed Public House Management Group (PHMG) for

JDA Hotels ended a 30-year legacy, selling the Macquarie

$16 million.

Hotel through JLL for $25 million to owner of Bondi’s Eastern

Halcyon purchased the Buena Vista and Woolahra’s

Hotel, Andrew Lazarus.

Centennial Hotel early last year, subsequently overhauling

The OLGR #57-ranked pub is in the centre of Liverpool, which

the Centennial, with equally comprehensive plans for the

is earmarked for circa 500,000sqm of additional commercial

Mosman pub. But an offer through Ray White “notably in

development. JLL national director John Musca said “the

excess” proved too good to refuse.

business drivers for this asset are undeniable” and it comes
amid a “frenetic start to the year”.
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Royal Hotel

Buena Vista Hotel

Newport Arms Hotel

Light Brigade Hotel

Central Hotel

Woolwich Pier Hotel

15 Hotels Sold
11 Weeks
Over $200million realised value for our clients
A comprehensive hotel team delivering comprehensive outcomes. Religiously.
Andrew Jolliffe 0438 733 447
andrew.jolliffe@raywhite.com
Joel Fisher 0414 562 610
joel.fisher@raywhite.com
Blake Edwards 0421 400 530
blake.edwards@raywhite.com

Ray White Hotels Australia

NEWS
TROPHY PUB SMASHES
PRICE EXPECTATIONS

LWIP emerged shortly after the listing of Redcape Hotel Group
spin-off HPI (Hotel Property Investments), which took around
40 freeholds – mostly leased to ALH and Coles’ Spirit Hotels
– into an IPO in late 2013. HPI has since enjoyed significant
growth for its investors and acquired more ALH pubs.
Redcape further tightened its portfolio, divesting three pubs
in Port Macquarie. They represent a strategic exit from the
area, following sale of the Plantation Hotel and Moonee Beach
Tavern.
The Port Macquarie Hotel, Town Green Inn and Tacking
Point Tavern are conversely in the heart of operations for
the privately-owned Matsal (Taphouse Hotel) Group, which
operates four other venues in Port Macquarie.

Victoria’s commercial market has seen values rise and yields
fall, and saw the freehold of exquisite 1858 corner pub the
Imperial Hotel smash price expectations. Its sale drew a lot of
public interest, and over 200 expectant onlookers watched
father and son vendors Alexander and Mark Robertson attract
$11.45 million, representing a tight 3.6 per cent yield for the
buyer – a local family.
The hotel is tenanted by Open Door Pub Co, operated by
Michael Thiele – founder of the successful British chain of
Australian-themed ‘Walkabout’ pubs.
The Robertsons purchased it in 2006 for $6.2 million; the sale
price represents 7.1 per cent average compound appreciation,
even though the property doesn’t enjoy the development
potential pushing record-breaking prices for other Victorian
sites.
CBRE Hotels and Cropley Commercial executed a high-profile
campaign that began early April. Steve Cropley said market
conditions have meant “traditional pub pricing metrics have
really gone out the window”.

BATTLE OF THE LISTED
LANDLORDS
The Long WALE Investment Partnership (LWIP) between funds
manager Charter Hall and super giant Hostplus that last year
acquired 54 freeholds tenanted by ALH for $600 million, has
raised another $200 million and quietly acquired another
three. Townsville’s Upper Ross Hotel and Irish Finnegans came
for around $25 million, and the Blue Pacific Hotel in Woorim
for $8 million – all leased to Australia’s largest publican,
Australian Leisure & Hospitality (ALH).
The Townsville hotels were negotiated through CBRE Hotels’
Glenn Price and Daniel Dragicevich for private investors,
the Blue Pacific through Chesterton International’s Glenn
Conridge. Sources say the sales achieved the upper six per
cent yields being seen for ALH freeholds.
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Redcape is owned by US hedge funds Värde Partners and York
Capital, and has been strategically fine-tuning its portfolio.
Late 2014 it purchased the Landmark Hotel for around $25
million and Eastern Creek Hotel for around $10 million, both
in its western Sydney heartland. It remains guarded about
persistent rumours of a pending IPO of its 30-venue portfolio,
but details emerged in June Wall Street giant JPMorgan has
been commissioned to scope out investors.
The original ALH landlord – ALE Property Group – has
grown in value from $91 million to $675 million since its ASX
registration in 2003.

NEWS
OXFORD ST ICON CLOSES
AS LATE-NIGHT
ECONOMY DIES

TOP HOTELIER
HONOURED IN GLOBAL
ENTREPRENEUR AWARD

One of the old-timers of Sydney’s Oxford Street party scene
has sold, as patronage drop in the lockout zone drives
property value into other options. The Exchange Hotel has
been operating for over a century, and for the past three
decades has thrived with a market position encouraging both
gay and straight patrons, in a predominantly gay area.

One of Australia’s best-known hoteliers has been awarded
‘Champion of Entrepreneurship’ for South Australia, in the
prestigious global Enrst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year
Awards.

The multi-level building offered numerous entertainment
options: the institutional Qbar for “the fabulously queer to the
straight laced suits”, live music hub Spectrum, and the “place
for the beautiful misfits to meet” – the subterranean Phoenix.
The long-term owners sold the building off-market through
CBRE, as venues throughout the Sydney CBD restrictions
zone – which includes Oxford Street, with very little history of
alcohol-related violence – report their crippling impact on the
late-night economy.
CBRE director Dan Dragicevich told PubTIC the decision
to close the long-standing venue came down to one of
economics.
“Increased appetite from the retail and commercial markets
coupled with the effects of the lockout laws meant that the
multi-level nightclub model that the Exchange Hotel has for so
long operated under was no longer optimal,” said Dragicevich.
“The new owner is a private investor who has different ideas
for the site but is maintaining ownership of the liquor licence,
so there will continue to be some form of hospitality offering.”

Peter Hurley began in hospitality 40 years ago in a country
town called Wuddina. He has gone on to build an amazing
trail of milestones, notably becoming State President of the
AHA SA in 1994 – a title he still holds – and doing two terms
as National President.
“It is very flattering,” said Peter Hurley. “I’ll wear it with pride,
because I love the hotel and hospitality industry. It’s also an
honour for the Australian Hotel Association and the industry
to have one of its advocates honoured in this way.”
CEO of the AHA SA, Ian Horne, told PubTIC many have
benefitted from his achievements.
“Peter’s entrepreneurial success is embodied in far more than
this award. It has resulted in literally thousands of jobs being
created and careers enjoyed over nearly four decades. That
employment has been a spring board for others to learn from
and emulate Peter’s success.”
Peter and wife Jenny, married since 1979, have built Hurley
Hotel Group and a portfolio of 10 thriving venues, with shares
in two others, and an assortment of other business interests.
“It’s been a fantastic journey,” said Jenny. “We’ve managed to
work and live together – and still mostly get on very well!”
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MAJOR FEATURE

LET THE GAMES BEGIN

11-13 August. Sydney Exhibition Centre
@ Glebe Island
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MAJOR FEATURE

The Australasian Gaming Expo (AGE) is one of only
four major gaming industry trade shows around the
world each year, and attracts exhibitors and visitors
from around Australia and internationally. At 15,600
square metres it’s also one of the largest trade events
in Australia, and was a finalist in last year’s EEAA
(Exhibition and Event Association of Australia) Awards for
Excellence.
The event is owned and operated by the Gaming
Technologies Association (GTA), and free for owners and
employees of licensed venues. It showcases the best
new gaming technologies for hotels, clubs and casinos;
poker machine suppliers in Australia gear product
releases each year around the AGE.
But there are plenty of attractions besides gaming
and poker machines. More than 165 exhibitors will
display products such as: AV equipment; ATM and cash
equipment; building, cash, consultancy, financial and
marketing services; communication; entertainment; food
and beverage; furniture; information technology; interior
design and fit-out; membership management; POS
systems; retail solutions; security; signage; uniforms.
Visitors to this year’s AGE can choose to ride a
complimentary Sydney Harbour ferry cruise from Darling
Harbour, or shuttle buses from Central Station, Pyrmont
or Sydney airport. There is limited parking at the venue,
but taxi services are also operating in communication
with the event.
More than 750 poker machines will join hundreds of
truckloads of equipment moving in for the show – all
installed, tested, used and analysed by thousands of
visitors and removed again in a matter of days.
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MAJOR FEATURE
Last year over 2,300 visitors attended the first day, and nearly
6,000 across the three days. They came from every Australian
State and Territory, joining international guests from New
Zealand, America, Europe and Asia. The exit survey found 97
per cent came to see new products and technology; 99 per
cent said the exhibition stand quality was good or excellent.
Visitors are eligible to win a trip for two to the Global Gaming
Expo in Las Vegas. One is awarded each day of the AGE, and
includes airfares from Sydney and five nights at the luxurious
Palazzo Venetian Resort and Casino.
The AGE15 app can be downloaded for IOS or Android via the
event website or through the Apple Store or Google Play. It
has information on getting to the venue, transport timetables,
an interactive floor plan, and a detailed exhibitor list. Visitors
with the app can receive a welcome message as they enter,
then updates about daily entertainment and other activities,
including the Las Vegas trip draws. The website also features
the latest floor plan, sortable by company name, stand
number or category, plus contact details for each exhibitor.
The exhibition is open from 10am each day. Register online at
www.austgamingexpo.com or call the Help Line: 02 9211 7430.

proven player favourites in the Australian market, combined
with attention-grabbing hardware that will help diversify a

release its newest mid-denomination multi-game

Games has been conducting a series

entertainer, Double Shot King Spin.

of presentations around the country

The multi-game features Ainsworth’s popular Royal

that have been bringing customers up

Diamonds, as well as four titles of Double Shot King

to date on new developments in the

Spin, three levels of standalone progressives, two

company, and showcasing the new

levels of bonus prizes and a selection of exciting

Dualos cabinet set to be released at the

features. Ainsworth feels certain the new release will

AGE.

be “a hit!” with pubs. More

Since finalising its acquisition of Bally

information will be available

Technologies late last year, locally the

at the Expo and on the

focus has been to work on strategies

Ainsworth website.

to enable the team to take advantage

ARISTOCRAT. Aristocrat

of the impressive IP library that exists

will welcome customers

across the Bally, WMS and Shuffle Master

to its all-new Precinct –

brands.

challenging the way it

Tuning a diverse range of games for

thinks about products,

the Australian market – what senior

players and opportunities

vice-president Australia & Asia Adrian

within and outside the
Bally

the Sydney-based studio in the lead up to this year’s AGE.
Halpenny, with vice-president sales & marketing Russel
Gartner and hotel sales manager Ray Brown, agree Dualos hits
a new high for the organisation.
The Dualos cabinet brings together a streamlined new cabinet
to showcase an exclusive, expansive and exciting new range
14 | June 2015 PubTIC

It offers unique content and gaming experiences already

AINSWORTH. At this year’s AGE Ainsworth will

BALLY. Over recent weeks Scientific

the content” – has been a key priority for

upright cabinet specifically with the Australian player in mind.

gaming floor.

POKIES

Halpenny refers to as “Australianising

Ainsworth

of content. Scientific Games designed the new dual-screen

industry.
“We are firm believers that the
key to long-term sustainability
lies in forging strong partnerships,
challenging our current thinking and
innovating well beyond what we
know and do today.”
Aristocrat

MAJOR FEATURE
The Precinct is a 30-seat theatrette, hosting a diverse range

flexibility, enhanced player interaction, regional specific

of influential thought leaders from within and outside the

products, and custom art themes to further engage players

industry to provoke new thinking and explore possibilities.

with fresh gaming experiences. Konami will be showcasing

Aristocrat stresses the need for innovation to continue

some of its most promising new games and we are confident

to appeal to consumers, and seeks to reflect this in game

that the product offering at this year’s AGE 2015 will be the

content, technology, signage, systems and service offering,

most exciting to date.”

using data and analytics to drive insight-led decisions to

IGT. This year’s AGE will offer IGT’s customers the opportunity

unlock value.

to see “the future of gaming crystallise before their eyes” with

Aristocrat focuses on creating value for hotel operators

a major new announcement to be revealed at the show.

through game functionality and platform flexibility,
providing enhanced player choice through game selections,
denomination, or line options. It has increased operator
configurability with the introduction of high- and/or lowdenomination settings, alternate combinations within
multigames, and linked or standalone progressive jackpot
options.
Last year’s AGE saw the release of Aristocrat’s Helix in
Australia, which has become a top-performing cabinet in

Operators will also learn about the ‘new IGT’ that has resulted

New South Wales and Queensland. This year the company

from the recent merger of IGT with Italy-based GTECH. The

will invite customers into the ‘Innovation Lab’ to view some of

massive deal, announced in April this year, resulted in the

its global hardware range not yet

world’s largest gaming company. The new company, retaining

seen in Australia.

the name IGT, has more global strength but also more focus

KONAMI. Konami Australia says

on customers locally, in Australia and New Zealand.

it is excited to unveil the newest

Nigel Turner, head of marketing Asia-Pacific at IGT, says

and latest innovations to its

there will be ongoing information sessions in its customary

product portfolio at this year’s AGE,

theatrette.

including a number of exclusive

“In addition to highlighting what’s new, we’ll be hosting our

game titles aligned for specific

series of free business presentations in IGT’s theatre, with

regional areas, and new original

industry experts speaking on a range of topics relevant to

math games on Podium Stack.

the hospitality industry. Our visitors will also enjoy great IGT

The company has brought one of

hospitality and entertainment over the course of the show,

the most recognizable and popular

while looking at the future of gaming.”

arcade games in the 80s into its

NOT POKIES

product portfolio, also to be seen
for the first time at AGE 2015.

The primary objective of any trade show is of course to give

Frogger offers an entertaining

operators ideas to increase business. Just as the gaming

gaming experience, with a multi-

companies attract revenue-wielding gamers, ancillary

window free games feature and

products and services can similarly help patrons choose one

the familiar arcade-style jackpot
feature.

venue over another.
Konami

Frogger will also be on Konami’s latest cabinet, the Goliath
Podium Stack, with its colossal sound, unique 360-degree
attract lighting, and its single 46-inch high-definition touch
LED display.
“Konami continues to invest its support in new games,
cabinets, and innovation-technology that help advance the
future of gaming entertainment in Australasia,” says Charles
Seo, Konami product and marketing manager.
“The games we’re bringing to AGE 2015 feature greater game
16 | June 2015 PubTIC

The AGE’s visitors are primarily from the pub and club
industries. Clubs have embraced loyalty systems to the extent
that it is not even really an option anymore. Likewise, many
hotel operators are finding one of the variety of programs on
the market can do its intended job for them too – increase
average spend and frequency of visits.
Gobsmacked Loyalty Solutions (GSL) is a staple in the club
loyalty world and increasingly finding purpose in hotels. Its
key point of difference from most schemes is that reward
points can be converted by the user to real money on a card

MAJOR FEATURE
that they can use anywhere that takes

Flexicast is a Queensland-based company that started in

EFTPOS. Money on the card cannot

1993. Its primary business in hospitality centres on enhanced

be withdrawn as cash – as per gaming

displays for TABs.

regulations – but can be used to pay

Nightlife Music delivers bespoke music solutions to

bills or spend any way the user chooses,

Australia’s biggest names in hospitality. This AGE it is

wherever they choose.

showcasing everything that sets it apart as more than a

GSL rightly points out that the consumer

background music service.

is the best person to determine how they

Nightlife’s business process explores a venue’s brand identity,

would most like to spend their rewards;

and helps translate it into a one-of-a-kind soundtrack that

the flexibility means prizes and incentives

can transition from background to foreground as required.

apply to everyone equally. GSL’s system

Nightlife will be showing off its latest developments:

also takes advantage of the cash card’s

powerful management and engagement tools, driven by

freedom and can deliver spending

its migration to cloud-based systems that communicate in

reports to better target promotions and

real time. They give operators control over their atmosphere

marketing.

without having to leave the floor.

Flexicast provides video and display
options for pubs to enhance the
experience for racing and sports punters.
It is unveiling an amazing new product

Gobsmacked
Loyalty’s card
kiosk

for sports bars – Listen.
Listen allows any patron to listen to any TV’s sound through
headphones, through their mobile phone. Any number of
people in a group can be hearing the commentary and
sound of any feed, while remaining together.
The system uses a small device connected to each
television, and a wi-fi hotspot. Users download a free app to
any Android or Apple device, and the wi-fi broadcasts the
sound of the channel of their choice to the device. Listen
can send audio to up to 250 concurrent devices (subject to
the capabilities of the wi-fi network), but additional senders
can be added to multiply this number.
Venues can name each device and adjust settings, and add
additional sources such as announcements and music.

Nightlife’s venue control app

This kind of technology allows service staff to better interact
with customers and ultimately deliver a better experience.
Hunter Technologies is an Australian distribution company
based in the NSW Central Coast, which specialises in costeffective, environmentally friendly options.
In hospitality it is best known for its CellarControl system,
which utilises Anti Bio Technology. This system uses lowfrequency sound waves to treat liquids in many applications;
in venues this is most commonly beer lines, which require
less frequent cleaning with same or better results.
Hunter is bringing some new products to the AGE. One is
an odour eliminator that harnesses the power of ‘hydroxyl’
technology – as per the protective element in the ozone
Flexicast’s Listen app

layer. It breaks down anything, eliminating odours such as
smoke, damp and sweat, as well as airborne viruses and
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bacteria. This means a fresher, healthier environment for both
staff and patrons.
The company is also officially launching its Beer Master range
of concentrated line cleaning chemicals, offering significant
savings, especially when couple with CellarControl.

says that classic designs are making a big comeback,
incorporating simple, clean lines, typically Scandinavian
and European in origin. The honest, clean aesthetic has
again become highly desirable. And more customers are
Hunter Technology’s CellarControl system

Cubus Concepts specialises in hospitality furniture and
products – which is says are creeping ever-closer to retail

demanding quality materials that are more environmentally
sustainable – which thankfully, are also those that are harder
waring and last longer.

furniture and design; the aesthetic of commercial is falling

Cubus very much straddles both catalogue and bespoke.

in line with retail, as customers increasingly expect public

It reports bread and butter trade from enquiries about its

spaces to mirror their homes, and production quality

standard ranges – which typically come associated with

continues to improve commercial longevity.

custom-built requests, demonstrating a place for both

Designing a product that is suitable for commercial and

approaches.

hospitality applications while incorporating the aesthetic

It also embodies the company’s credo and overarching

that is available for retail is a challenge. Fortunately, Cubus

reason to come to the AGE: Innovate to stay relevant.

Cubus – in Caboolture Sports Club
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Love ‘em – and they’ll
love you back

Membership benefits, incentives, rewards and marketing programs
designed to get customers to return more often and spend more are
nothing new. Since the first shopkeeper pronounced “Thank you – do
come again” it has been part and parcel with business to entice them
back and keep them happily spending.
What is new is the sheer variety of systems and schemes available –
each offering properties that make them suitable for some, and maybe
not for others. The key is to be completely relevant to the triggers of
the patron of choice, in the framework of the business’ image.
A patron loyalty scheme that suits both a venue’s offering and its
patrons should also be – by virtue of this fact – a constant and
dynamic advertisement for the venue. This does not mean simply its
allure factor for customers to come in and spend and be rewarded, it
refers to the scheme’s ability to embody a venue’s best attributes, and
becomes a tool for the ‘best bits’ to be communicated.
If a venue or business is going to ask someone to be loyal, it should
at very least really believe in the idea itself. Staff should completely
understand and be ready to explain loyalty benefits, and truly believe
June 2015 PubTIC | 19
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in the reason for using the scheme. Importantly, they should

“We’ve been watching the industry change over the past

also be skilled in communicating the disadvantages of not

few years, and between the effects of increased smoking

being part of it to regulars not involved.

legislation and the current economic climate, this is a crucial

PubTIC asked some companies relevant to the pub industry

time for hotels to adopt a loyalty program that truly rewards

what makes them relevant, and what are some of the key

their patrons.”

elements in loyalty systems that must be factored into finding

At the centre of GSL’s program is the reusable pre-paid EFTPoS

the right one.

card, issued by Indue Ltd and branded to the specific venue or

Sydney-based Gobsmacked Loyalty Systems (GSL) began in

group of venues. It interfaces with bank payment systems and

2007 out of the offices of the award-winning Gobsmacked

the venue’s own backend, while working independently.

Entertainment, from the turmoil of the changed smoking

Users earn points and can put them on the cash card through

regulations. To date it has predominantly been involved with

GSL’s iPad kiosk, and even transfer their own cash onto it.

the Clubs industry and has there built a list of successes and

The kiosks offer language translation in Cantonese, Mandarin,

streamlined its “astonishingly clever reward technology”.

Vietnamese, Korean, English, Macedonian, Greek, Italian,

Like the majority of reward schemes, GSL is typically most

Russian, Malaysian, Hindi, and Samoan.

relevant to gaming patrons. However, its major difference is
that points accrued by the patron can be credited onto a ‘cash
card’ that can be used anywhere that takes EFTPoS – including
the bar.
Gaming and racing legislation does not allow loyalty points to
be redeemed as cash, and as such money on GSL’s cash card
cannot be withdrawn and is not linked to any normal bank
account. But it can be spent just like real money, on gifts, feelThe Gobsmacked
Loyalty kisk - where
users transfer their
reward points onto a
card to use as cash

good decisions or even household bills.
Most significantly, the scheme doesn’t limit its appeal by
offering incentives that may suit some and not others; the
majority of reward schemes allow members to exchange their
hard-earned points only for vouchers or similarly specific
attractions.
“With our program, venues are able to give the gift of choice
to their members, in an industry that has been so dependent
on limited gift vouchers, prizes and internal spends as a way
to reward and incentivise loyalty members,” GLS managing
director Danielle Rayner told PubTIC.

GSL also offers marketing and analysis for client venues,
including data from the cards that can offer insights into
customer spending and enrich direct marketing. The company
also provides automated promotional software, with general
ledger codes and an integrated marketing campaign.
“It’s the marriage of the technology, the marketing strategy,
project management and the compliance work we’ve builtin that makes this program so strong,” said Rayner. “There
is a massive difference between knowing the product and
knowing how to build a program around it to make it work.
We know both.”
Another approach is to couple a loyalty scheme that suits the
venue with something else the venue already has, such as a
POS or payment system.
The biggest wave in payment in pubs today is Clipp. Bursting
Danielle Rayner, GSL
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the wonders of smart phones to simplify and streamline

Clipp has now added a loyalty scheme to its increasingly

payments. Users with the app on their phone can open a tab

popular payment system. A venue already using Clipp can

at a pub and pay it when they’re done – without any actual

simply opt in to the loyalty function for no additional cost or

work by staff, and with no fear of fraud or default for the

work, and no lock-in contract. The only cost associated with

venue.

being part of the scheme is that of the rewards, the rate of

Venues that offer the system pay Clipp the typical merchant

which are completely governed by the venue. The rewards

fee as per credit cards, instead of paying the credit card

offered by a venue or group are available to be redeemed

companies. The system has been adopted in nearly 600 pubs

exclusively at that venue or group of venues.

around the country, including 180 run by Woolworths-backed

The company has demonstrated a key yet largely

ALH.

unconsidered benefit of a cashless payment system: people
tend to spend more when ordering on a bar tab. The
unconscious effect of not handing over cash each time an
item is ordered leads to less discretion. Figures have shown
even regular customers increase their average spend when
they use tabs.
When the effect of moving patrons to tabs is coupled with
rewards for spending, the result is likely to have a distinct
positive impact on sales and frequency of visitation.
Clipp’s success with tech-savvy consumers has led to more
and more people using the app’s search functionality to find
venues offering the system. Those with the loyalty scheme
activated enjoy the additional bonus of a star icon next to
their name on the search results – further adding to their
desirability as a choice. Clipp CEO Todd Forest says the
merits of loyalty systems are undisputed, and theirs has been
designed to tick the right boxes for pubs.
“Nearly every major industry in Australia has adopted reward
programs. The best programs provide customers with in-app
points tracking, realistic rewards, and seamless integration
with payment.”

Todd Forest
Clipp CEO
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Outback & Proud

Ghosts, Gold ... and great hamburgers
The Aboriginals called it Kookynie – or “waterhole”. In 1895 a couple
of prospectors called “Eureka!!!” and within seven years the pub was
built … along with a brewery, railway station, newsagents, chemists,
cycle works, blacksmiths, butchers, bakers, banks, jewellers &
watchmakers, clothiers, drapers, photographers, tobacconists, lolly
shops, greengrocers, general stores, racecourse, swimming pool, and of
course – churches, and brothels. Story and images by Greg Smith
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Outback & Proud
Kookynie lies at the end of a red gravel road in the middle of
the WA goldfields, about 200km north of Kalgoorlie. In its heyday, Kookynie was in fact such a booming town that it boasted
eleven hotels. All that’s left today is a strip of half a dozen
attached shops and The Grand Hotel, along with the skeletal
remnants of a ghost town.
Remote as it is, when I rang to ask a few questions, Kevin
Pusey licensee (also manager, head cook and washer-upper)
asked me to call back in a couple of hours.
“You caught us right in the middle of Sunday lunch, mate. I’m
flat out in the kitchen, and Margaret’s got her hands full with
the bar and fuel pump out front.”
First time we saw the Kookynie Grand we smiled at the
pretentious name. But, after a wander around the wonderfully
presented historical sites, with information boards boasting
photos and details about buildings that once stood here, we
understood the grandiose attitude once taken by this historic
pub.

But not all visitors to the area are fossickers, and there’s plenty
more to see out here. The nearest town, Menzies, 40km down
the track, is home to one of the most remarkable art galleries
in the world. Fifty one steel sculptures forming a collective
work titled Inside Australia, covering an area of 10 square
kilometres, on the crusted salt surface of Lake Ballard.
The Kookynie Grand offers rooms, a caravan park and
excellent meals, including Kevin’s famous two-handed
hamburger. He’s actually an excellent cook, and the locals
reckon the burgers are better at Kookynie.

Kevin and Margaret have been spending their hard earned
spare time (and money) restoring the semi-detached strip
shops in what was once the bustling main street. Their
intention is to sell the pub and stay in Kookynie in their
retirement. Handy for the prospective new licensee, I expect.
“I had my 50th birthday here, and recently my 70th. It’s about
time for a rest,” Margaret told us. I reckon I’ve heard that from
a few publicans over the years.
As attested by Kevin’s request for a call-back, whilst not exactly
booming, there is a steady clientele at The Grand – apart from
the regular ‘locals’. (Kookynie – population: 10)
There is still plenty of gold in the area, which has seen a
resurgent gold rush, as nomads, arming themselves with gold
detectors, wander around in the bush picking up the nuggets
left behind by the old-timers who couldn’t see what lay just
below the surface.
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